SOUTHLAND:
A TYPICAL YEAR, 2013, IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION AND SCHOOLING

OF THE REGION’S SCHOOL TEACHERS...

23.3% ARE MALE
76.7% ARE FEMALE
1,276 TOTAL TEACHERS

ONBOARDS OF TRUSTEES, THERE ARE...

378 PARENT REPRESENTATIVES
615 TOTAL MEMBERS

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION (ECE)

MĀORI: 19.8% (775)
PASIFICA: 2.5% (97)
ASIAN: 2.1% (81)
OTHER: 1.8% (69)
PĀKEHĀ/EUROPEAN: 74.0% (2,902)

1,276 TOTAL MEMBERS
86 INTERNATIONAL FEE-PAYING
3,924 ENROLMENTS (EXCLUDING PLAYGROUPS)
95 ECE SERVICES
330 QUALIFIED ECE TEACHERS
108 NOT QUALIFIED ECE TEACHERS

ATTENDANCE: THE FIGURES

19 non-enrolment cases resolved by student returning to school or alternative education
2.6% of students have an unjustified absence on any given day

OF THE 1,267 SOUTHLAND CHILDREN STARTING SCHOOL BETWEEN DECEMBER 2012 AND DECEMBER 2013...

1,201 have participated in ECE prior to schooling
990 will stay at school until at least 17 years old
938 will attain NCEA Level 2 by age 18

Note: Projections are based on 2012 data